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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to explore the types of instructional communication between general teacher (GT) and ADHD students (SwADHD) during activities of the: pre-instructional, instructional process, and instructional evaluation. Data collection was carried out by observation and interviews. The data analysis used was thematic analysis. The results showed that the types of instructional communication between GT and SwADHD were: verbal, non-verbal, and verbal-non-verbal. The three types of instructional communication aim to: improve the socio-emotional relationship between GT and SwADHDs, reduce negative behavior that often appears in SwADHDs in the classroom, and improve quality of instruction; to achieve quality educational goals according to their characteristics and needs. The type of communication used between GT and SwADHDs has a significant impact on teachers in developing individual education programs. These result in a more humane experience for SwADHDs both academically and non-academically.
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INTRODUCTION

Communication is an important aspect of successful instruction. especially in inclusive classrooms consisting of students with diverse characteristics and unique learning styles. The success of instruction in an inclusive classroom is strongly influenced by the instructional interactions between all class members (Öskarsdóttir et al., 2020). Communication between: students, student-teachers, and general teachers-special teachers must be structured normally to be carried out properly. For this reason, teachers must be able to design instruction that promotes multidirectional communication, so that instructional objectives can be achieved (Fuentes et al., 2017). The diversity of students’ characteristics and needs causes teachers to use various communication types with students who have special needs, including those with attention deficit hyperactive disorder (ADHD).

ADHD is commonly defined as impaired concentration and hyperactivity. This term provides a general description of internationally validated medical conditions that include: brain dysfunction, resulting in individuals having difficulty controlling impulses, inhibiting behavior, and being easily distracted (Sjöberg & Dahlbeck, 2018; Russell et al., 2016). Students with ADHD (SwADHD) experience learning difficulties that must be the teacher’s concern in learning (Wei et al., 2014). SwADHDs can experience: various learning difficulties, behavioral difficulties, social difficulties, communication difficulties, and other interrelated difficulties (Rodríguez et al., 2015). This must be a concern for teachers in schools, especially in inclusive schools, to handle SwADHD (Laasonen et al., 2014; Shillingford-Butler & Theodore, 2012). If this condition is ignored, it will have an impact on achievement and results in schools. Another consequence is that children may not graduate from school, and it is possible for them to drop out of school with all the problems that can arise. Some of the characteristics and learning barriers experienced by SwADHD are not understanding how to complete assignments and having excessive student motor activity (Barkley & Poillion, 1994; Rebye, 2008). Students cannot sit for too long, so they run around in class or disturb their peers. Students show impulsivity and decreased learning concentration.

Communication barriers are also experienced by SwADHD, such as reduced use of verbal communication, difficulty expressing opinions and a tendency to hide feelings (so that the behavior exhibited appears excessive). SwADHD’s concentration problems make it difficult to communicate. The results of other studies suggest that learning concentration in SwADHD is indicated by the behavior of not listening to the teacher’s instructions and often disturbing friends (Ross & Randolph, 2016). The causes of the communication barriers experienced by SwADHD can be attributed to the type of communication applied in learning. The role of communication between teachers and SwADHD is significant in: the pre-instructional, instructional process, and instructional evaluation (Hamilton & Astramovich, 2016).

In Indonesia, the number of SwADHD show an increasing trend from year to year. The increasing number of SwADHD certainly gives larger assignments to general teachers (GTs) in order for instruction to run well. Like other inclusive classrooms, communication between GT and SwADHD is one of the keys to successful instruction. The diverse backgrounds of SwADHDs in inclusive classrooms in Indonesia, such as family backgrounds (for example, weak economy), parenting styles in educating SwADHDs at home, and the external environment of SwADHDs all provide different styles of communication (Rosita et al., 2020). This condition affects the choice of communication type that GTs use with SwADHD in the classroom. Despite facing similar obstacles, such as difficulty concentrating, being easily distracted from an activity, a tendency to annoy by friends. SwADHD from different backgrounds, require different communication types to be used by the GT (Rief, 2012). Furthermore, the communication differences between SwADHDs make it difficult for GTs to implement the type of communication that matches the characteristics of SwADHDs. Although previous research results have revealed many communication difficulties faced by SwADHDs, the socio-cultural conditions and differences in the backgrounds of students make Gts role in Indonesia more difficult. In the end, it is difficult to achieve the goals and quality in the SwADHDs learning.

Instructional communication between GTs and SwADHD in inclusive classrooms in Indonesia uses verbal and non-verbal communication types. Verbal communication is focused on making SwADHDs follow instructions or commands given by GTs to SwADHDs. Meanwhile, non-verbal communication is usually a type of supporting communication (Humairah, 2017). Some examples of non-verbal communication that GTs often
use include: smiling, touching, face to face as an open symbol and sign of approval, or praise to SwADHDs. As a socio-cultural manifestation of Indonesian society, especially in education, an example is-kissing the back of a teacher’s hand-this is a type of communication strengthening the psychosocial relationship between teachers and students (Dasrial et al., 2020). Apart from being a form of respect for educators or elders, it is also an expression of affection between students and teachers (Farida & Friani, 2018). This activity is a type of non-verbal communication between GTs and SwADHDs, so that teachers can find out the readiness of SwADHD to start instruction and a form of thanks for SwADHDs when completing instruction. To achieve the instructional objectives for SwADHDs in Indonesia, it is essential to vary the types of communication according to the characteristics of SwADHDs to meet their needs. GTs must be able to use the type of communication that matches the strengths of SwADHDs and even socio-cultural approaches that can support successful learning.

This study aims to explore the type of instructional communication between general teachers (GT) and students with ADHD (SwADHD) during: pre-instructional, instructional, and instructional evaluation in inclusive classrooms.

### METHODOLOGY

**Research Design**

This research used case studies. Case studies are usually used for: special education, psychology and inclusive education (Moeller et al., 2015). A single case is also well suited for studies with only 3-10 participants (Kennedy, 2005). Additionally, case studies aim to provide flexibility for researchers to obtain data from a particular phenomenon or context. This study explores the phenomena associated with the communication process between GT and SwADHDs from pre-instructional until instructional evaluation. A literature review was carried out to determine the conceptual and operational definitions. Specifically for the communication process in every learning activity used in an inclusive classroom (Tuckman & Harper, 2012). Furthermore, the research instrument in the form of an observation sheet was prepared to determine all activities related to communication between GTs and SwADHDs. In addition to the observation sheet, the interview instrument was also prepared to expand upon information about the type of communication between GTs and SwADHDs.

**Participants**

Participants in this study consisted of eleven students, consisting of three SwADHDs and eight general students (GS) at one of the inclusive public elementary schools in West Java province, Indonesia. The selection of the three SwADHDs in this study used school psychologists’ assessment results with ADHD characteristics. Specifically, the characteristics of SwADHDs in this study, see Table 1.

### PROFILE OF SWADHDs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial name</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Academic ability</th>
<th>Personal ability</th>
<th>Family’s background</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KW</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Likes art lessons.</td>
<td>Short concentration span.</td>
<td>Pay attention to KW, including growth and development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Achievement of learning outcomes for mathematics is low.</td>
<td>Lack of focus.</td>
<td>Have brought KW to child psychologists for further analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Like science lessons with practical methods/observation.</td>
<td>Low learning motivation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Likes language lessons.</td>
<td>Difficulty communicating with others</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Likes subjects that rely on a physical aspect, such as sports.</td>
<td>Short concentration span.</td>
<td>SA does not get enough attention from the family because parents are busy working and give up learning ability to GT in school.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dislikes language lessons and Mathematics (low learning outcomes).</td>
<td>Very active.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Likes science lessons with the method of observation/practice.</td>
<td>Difficult to communicate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Quick to anger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Motivation to learn will be high if given a reward.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NI</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Does not like math and language lessons.</td>
<td>Low learning motivation</td>
<td>Parents always ask GT about NI’s progress, especially in activities that NI likes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Enjoys sports.</td>
<td>Low concentration span</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Likes lessons in art/singing.</td>
<td>Very active</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Difficult to communicate with other people</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Data Collection
Data collection was carried out in two stages. The first stage was carried out by classroom observations, with three SwADHDs and eight GSs in each instructional activity. Observations were made for five meetings, with the observation's duration ranging from 07:00 am - 4:00 pm. Researchers used observation instruments containing instructional activities to obtain observational data, from pre-instruction until instructional evaluation (for one meeting). The contents of the observation instrument were focused on the communication process between GTs and SwADHDs. After carrying out observations for five meetings, the researcher conducted interviews with GTs during a special time so that GT could focus more on explaining the characteristics of SwADHDs. Interviews were conducted using semi-structured techniques and open-ended questions. GT’s number of questions totaled five questions: communication types, communication problems faced by GT with SwADHDs (inside and outside the classroom), and how to communicate between GT and SwADHDs. Interviews were conducted for two consecutive days, with a duration of 1.5-2 hours face to face.

Data Analysis
Data analysis techniques were analyzed using thematic analysis to identify, evaluate, and create themes expressed by participants (Clarke et al., 2015). Observation data and interview data were recorded in a manuscript (verbatim manuscript) and coded for each one not to overlap. The coding was done using a combination of deductive and inductive techniques. At the beginning of the study, the researcher determined the initial code for the three focuses, namely, activities on the pre-instruction, instructional process, and instructional evaluation. Furthermore, it was done inductively by filtering and generating new code by iterating the code when filtering data. To simplify the data analysis process, the researcher used the NVivo 12 program in the coding and categorization process of each finding. Data from observations and interviews were entered into Nodes and Cases to be grouped into data with a specific code. Thematic maps show the organization of concepts according to various levels, and potential interactions between concepts are then developed. Researchers analyze and discuss all codes and categorizations and the possible integration between codes to be streamlined. This inductive technique allows identifying themes given by participants in response to research questions (Liu, 2011). See Figure 1 below:

The credibility and dependability of data in this study are considered a form of data validity that can be justified. The data credibility procedure starts with preparing a data collection instrument that uses a review of the relevant literature. The observation and interview instruments were designed and validated by two experts: one of inclusive education and one of instructional design. After the data was collected, the data’s credibility was carried out by member checking, especially in the interview data. The researcher confirmed the transcript and data analysis results with the GT so that the data was guaranteed to be accurate. The use of source triangulation and investigator triangulation involving the three researchers also added to dependability (Patton, 2014). Furthermore, researcher triangulation was also carried out to reduce bias by facilitating member-checking to check the integrity of participants’ responses (Treharne & Riggs, 2015). All researchers’ involvement was essential to produce ‘findings’ with integrity from different points of view of the same problem.

Figure 1. Results of Data Analysis from the Teacher-Student's Instructional Communication Process.
FINDINGS

Pre-Instructional

Pre-instructional activity is one of the pre-instructional activities carried out between SwADHDs and GTs. All communication processes that occur in the preparation for core instructional activities occur prior to instruction.

Pre-instructional activities consist of two themes, namely the types of verbal and non-verbal communication. The type of verbal communication consists of: giving advice, admonitions, instructions, calls, and questions. Verbal communication when giving advice aims to motivate SwADHDs to be enthusiastic in starting instructional activities. SwADHDs gave a positive response in preparing themselves to learn, such as the sentence “Yes, Miss.” In giving reprimands and instructions, verbal communication aims to make SwADHDs immediately occupy a seat, indicating that instructional activities will begin. SwADHDs understand that instruction is about to begin and has begun to take their seats through reprimands and hints. Apart from that, the warning and hint from GT are intended so that SwADHDs do not disturb their other friends.

Examples of GT reprimands include:

GT: “Come on SA, don't bother your friends, take your seat now because we are going to start studying.”

SA: “Ah, Miss, what's wrong? (While stopping annoying friends and going to her seat)

The other verbal communication is calling and asking questions to open communication when the GT meets SwADHDs when they enter the class. GT calls the name of SwADHDs, and asks about the condition of SwADHDs (example: “how are you today?”). SwADHDs answer GT and are accompanied by school culture of kissing the back of GT’s hand. The culture of kissing GT’s hand is one of the school cultures that aims to make students respect teachers as parents and understand what a student should and should not do to teachers (Dasril et al., 2020). It aims to foster closeness between the GT and SwADHDs so that they have a sense of being more open: in expressing opinions, self-confidence and creating a good social relationship.

Types of non-verbal communication consist of emblems, head movements, facial expressions, eye contact, and touch. The use of emblems and head movements is a type of non-verbal communication that aims to provide signals (the use of thumbs and head movements) so that SwADHDs follow instructions and, if successful, follow GT instructions. The GT gave instructions in the form of a warning to SwADHDs by shaking their head. Meanwhile, using thumbs and nodding the head when SwADHDs follow GT instructions. The GT used facial expressions and eye contact when giving reprimands with stern facial expressions. The GT made a smiling face when SwADHDs successfully followed the instructions and reprimands. SwADHDs usually gave a smiling face when GT complimented them on executing their instructions well. Facial expressions are usually followed by eye contact between the GT and SwADHDs. This can be seen from the results of the interview with GT:

GT: “I usually give a smile to SwADHDs if they are successful in carrying out my instructions well, besides, of course, always making eye contact with them.”

The teacher uses non-verbal communication in the form of touch by touching the back of SwADHDs to inquire about the news and condition of SwADHDs. Apart from that, a touch to the students’ heads when the GT gives advice and motivates SwADHDs to be ready to learn. SwADHDs regularly nodded their heads as a sign of approval of what GT had said.

Types of verbal and nonverbal communication between GT and SwADHDs in pre-instructional activities aim to ensure the readiness of SwADHDs to start learning. The readiness of SwADHDs is focused on the socio-emotional aspect so that they are ready to build relationships with friends and their environment, but can provide attention and reduce impulsivity when learning.
**Instructional Process**

There are three themes of communication types in instructional activities: verbal, non-verbal, and both verbal and non-verbal. The communication process that occurs between GTs and SwADHDs in instructional activities is a type of communication in both academic and non-academic aspects given by the GT to all class members.

Verbal communication consists of: giving advice, admonitions, calls, questions, and voice intonation. Giving advice and reprimands is a type of communication between GTs and SwADHDs, aiming to ensure that SwADHDs carry out instructions, assignments, and social interactions with other students (Tannock, 2018). The GT provides advice to SwADHDs, usually in verbal sentences, to emphasize that SwADHDs listens to the GT’s advice and implements the advice. For example, the GT adviser NI to sit in his chair while doing assignments (done repeatedly). NI responds to non-verbal communication by sitting in his chair but necessitating communication repetition by running in the classroom. Apart from advice, the warning also had the same objective: asking SwADHDs to carry out the GTs instructions (Saussure & Rocci, 2016). For example, the GT admonished KW to do the assignment in his chair, not to disturb his friends and immediately carry out the assigned task. KW responded non-verbally by adhering to all the warnings given by the GT. Call and ask communication types are two types of verbal communication that aim to: ensure that SwADHDs always focus or pay attention to the subject matter, ensure that SwADHDs understand the subject matter, and understand the instructions given by the GT to SwADHDs. The GT ensures that SwADHDs is focused on the given task in the call communication type and has correctly identified the instructions. After calling, the GT will usually ask questions and ensure that the GT’s assignments and materials are correct. The SwADHD usually responds by asking GT again about the tasks that must be done. For example:

**GT:** „SA (calling names), what are you doing? Have you done the task that you gave me?”

**SA:** „What was your job, Miss?”

Another type of verbal communication, namely voice intonation, is the GT’s communication type when explaining material repeatedly to SwADHDs, both at moderate and slow levels. The type of voice intonation communication depends on the condition of the SwADHDs (Borkowska & Zawadzka, 2008). The psychological condition of SwADHDs very much determines the medium, high and low tone of voice used.

Types of non-verbal communication consisting of: emblems, facial expressions, head movements, eye contact, and touch (Boyce, 2017). This type of emblem communication is used by GTs implementing a certain hand wave or gesture. The goal is that SwADHDs focus on and understand the material described by GT. SwADHDs were given various responses (such as pointing fingers and smiles), indicating that SwADHDs understood the material explained by the GT. This type of non-verbal communication employs facial expressions and head movements to ensure that SwADHDs understand the GT’s tasks and materials and understand the instructions given by the GT to SwADHDs (Dustin, 2015). The stern facial expressions shown by GT are made to give a warning, and smiling faces indicate that SwADHDs have successfully followed instructions, can complete assignments, and understand the material. SwADHDs responses were also performed using facial expressions, smiling (if successful in completing the task, understanding the material), and a flat face when being reprimanded by GT. The type of non-verbal communication was a head movement by the GT „noding the head meaning „yes” and shaking the head meaning „no.” The SwADHDs response also uses the same meaning as the GT’s, namely nodding means „yes” and shaking the head means „no.” This type of eye contact communication between the GT and SwADHDs aims to: reprimand, give advice and pay attention to SwADHD when studying.
The SwADHD made eye contact when providing answers to the GT’s questions. The touch communication was carried out by the GT when the SwADHDs followed advice so that they were motivated to learn.

The verbal and nonverbal communication between GTs and SwADHDs aims to invite SwADHDs to focus on doing tasks, starting with a call-using a hand wave- and then asking questions about the work done by SwADHDs. The SwADHDs response was made by eye contact and answering questions about assignments.

The type of communication in instructional activities, namely verbal communication between the GT and SwADHDs, aims to enable SwADHDs to: understand instructions and subject matter, pay attention and develop understanding, complete assignments, and understand social relationships with other friends in the class (Prevatt & Levrini, 2015). This type of non-verbal communication between the GT and SwADHDs aims to make SwADHDs understand: the form of instructional evaluation activities consist of three themes: verbal, non-verbal, and both verbal and non-verbal. The instructional communication between GT and SwADHDs occurs at the end of the instructional activity.

The types of verbal communication that occurred between GTs and SwADHDs consist of advice and reprimands. The purpose of the advice and reprimands given by GTs to SwADHDs is to ensure that SwADHDs carry out the instructions given by the GT. Verbally, the advice was given to SwADHDs to do the test honestly and not to cheat or ask other friends. The GT gave a warning when SwADHDs didn’t do the test but annoyed their other friends. The response given by SwADHDs is usually done with non-verbal (body movements and eye contact) carried out the instructions repeated by the GT. For example:

GT: „SA, let’s do your test, don’t bother your friends.”
SA: (stop annoying friends, and rework the test)

Non-verbal communication consists of emblems, facial expressions, head movements, eye contact, and touch. The purpose of the general type of non-verbal communication is that the GT ensures that all instructions given can be carried out by SwADHDs, and to provide advice. The communication through the emblem is carried out by the GT in the form of a wave of the hand when calling SwADHDs, going around to SwADHDs and being responded to by SwADHD by approaching the GT when called by the GT. Making facial expressions the GT signals to the SwADHDs using firm facial expressions when giving tests, giving warnings, and smiling facial expressions when the SwADHDs have finished working on the test. Meanwhile, the SwADHDs response was to give a smiling face when completing the test and a confused facial expression when they could not answer test questions. The GT’s head movements consisted of nodding their head meaning „yes” and shaking their head as a sign of „no.” Responses provided by SwADHDs (NI and SA) were bowing their heads when reprimanded, shaking their heads when they said „no,” and nodding their heads when they said „yes.” The communication with eye contact that theGT made to SwADHDs occurred when the GT reprimanded, gave advice, gave test papers, and approached SwADHDs. SwADHDs gave the same responses to the GT. They made eye contact when invited to communicate with the GT. Touch is a type of non-verbal communication used when SwADHDs finished a test by inviting them to clap their hands together.

**Instructional Evaluation**

The instructional evaluation activities consist of three themes: verbal, non-verbal, and both verbal and non-verbal. The instructional communication between GT and SwADHDs occurs at the end of the instructional activity.

The type of communication in instructional activities, namely verbal communication between the GT and SwADHDs, aims to enable SwADHDs to: understand instructions and subject matter, pay attention and develop understanding, complete assignments, and understand social relationships with other friends in the class (Prevatt & Levrini, 2015). This type of non-verbal communication between the GT and SwADHDs aims to make SwADHDs understand: the form of instructions repeated by the GT. For example:

GT: „SA, let’s do your test, don’t bother your friends.”
SA: (stop annoying friends, and rework the test)

Non-verbal communication consists of emblems, facial expressions, head movements, eye contact, and touch. The purpose of the general type of non-verbal communication is that the GT ensures that all instructions given can be carried out by SwADHDs, and to provide advice. The communication through the emblem is carried out by the GT in the form of a wave of the hand when calling SwADHDs, going around to SwADHDs and being responded to by SwADHD by approaching the GT when called by the GT. Making facial expressions the GT signals to the SwADHDs using firm facial expressions when giving tests, giving warnings, and smiling facial expressions when the SwADHDs have finished working on the test. Meanwhile, the SwADHDs response was to give a smiling face when completing the test and a confused facial expression when they could not answer test questions. The GT’s head movements consisted of nodding their head meaning „yes” and shaking their head as a sign of „no.” Responses provided by SwADHDs (NI and SA) were bowing their heads when reprimanded, shaking their heads when they said „no,” and nodding their heads when they said „yes.” The communication with eye contact that theGT made to SwADHDs occurred when the GT reprimanded, gave advice, gave test papers, and approached SwADHDs. SwADHDs gave the same responses to the GT. They made eye contact when invited to communicate with the GT. Touch is a type of non-verbal communication used when SwADHDs finished a test by inviting them to clap their hands together.

**Figure 4.** Types of communication between SwADHD and DT in Instructional Evaluation Activities
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Types of verbal and non-verbal communication consist of calls, questions, and instructions. Verbal and non-verbal communication goals ensure that SwADHDs carry out instructions, understand test material, and provide reprimands. GT’s type of call communication to SwADHDs includes verbal calls to SwADHDs to take test questions, collect test results, and reprimand SwADHDs. SwADHDs gave the next response by making eye contact with the teacher and carried out the GT’s instructions. The type of questioning communication was carried out by the GT asking SwADHDs about the part of the test questions that SwADHDs did not understand. The GT also read out the test questions that SwADHDs did not understand verbally. SwADHD responded with eye contact and nodded his head as a sign of „yes” to the GT so they can read out questions that the GT does not understand. An example can be seen in the conversation with NI below:

GT: „Is there any part that you do not understand in these questions? Do I need to read it out?"
NI: (nods” agrees „and makes eye contact with GT)

The type of instructional communication given by the GT to SwADHDs was instructing them to do the test, and if the SwADHDs did not understand, they could ask the teacher. The SwADHD responded by nodding their heads as a sign of „yes” or agreeing with the GT.

Types of verbal, non-verbal, and both verbal and non-verbal communication conducted between GTs and SwADHDs aim to ensure that SwADHDs carry out instructions and understand test questions.

DISCUSSION

The type of instructional communication between GTs and SwADHDs in pre-instructional activities consists of verbal and non-verbal communication. The purpose of verbal communication carried out between GTs and SwADHDs is to provide enthusiasm, motivation, repeated instructions, and to improve socio-emotional relationships before learning begins. Encouraging and motivating ADHD students is one way to ensure they are more ready to start learning (Borkowska & Zawadzka, 2008). GTs must provide direction and special treatment in positive sentences by providing a clear and concise picture so that SwADHDs understand what is being learned. Teachers can engage with ADHD students by singing, short and happy games, or guessing games, increasing student motivation and enthusiasm.

In addition to verbal communication, this type of non-verbal communication before learning aims to reinforce instructions, invite students to carry out the instructions given and to give praise to students (Dustin, 2015). In this case, the GT uses non-verbal communication types such as thumbs up and head nods to signal that SwADHDs have carried out the instructions well. Additionally, the use of thumbs and head nods as a form of praise to SwADHDs for carrying out the instructions well. Giving praise to ADHD students is one way to keep them focused and apply discipline regularly. On the other hand, shaking the head is a sign that the instructions have not been implemented properly. The use of verbal and non-verbal communication types in the pre-instructional stage is a type of communication between GT and SwAFHDs. Students are ready to engage in learning, have enthusiasm, motivation, focus, and sufficient attention to the subject matter being studied (Lestari, 2020). The emotional state of SwADHDs that have been well prepared will affect the social aspects of SwADHDs with other students.

In instructional activities, instructional communication between the GT and SwADHDs, whether it be, verbal, non-verbal or verbal and non-verbal has the same objectives. Verbal communication aims to remind SwADHDs to carry out tasks, ensuring that they understand and carry out instructions as directed by the GT (White, 2016). Another goal is to remind SwADHDs to focus on the material and tasks that are being carried out. ADHD students will be more easily distracted, so the GT needs to remind SwADHDs repeatedly to use verbal communication because it is more effective than non-verbal types of communication (Jacobs, 2016).
contrast to verbal communication, non-verbal communication is more emphasized as a symbol of reward giving, praise and affirmation of a condition, and agreement on an option (Lishman, 2009). The GT needs to affirm the conditions in learning activities so that SwADHDs understand the difference between what they can and cannot do. For example, shaking the head as a sign of „no,” on the other hand, „yes” as a sign of agreement, or of SwADHDs carrying out instructions correctly.

Similar to the type of non-verbal communication, verbal and nonverbal communication (combined) aims to ensure and provide affirmation in carrying out tasks and instructions correctly. All types of communication between GTs and SwADHDs in instructional activities describe the relationship between teachers and students. Instruction is of a higher quality; instructional targets can be achieved according to student needs. Additionally, it can improve students’ socio-emotional state and prevent excessive behavior, especially in physical activity (walking in class, disturbing friends) (Schrodt, 2003). This type of communication in verbal evaluation activities aims to make SwADHDs: commit to doing tests/assignments given, provide affirmation to complete assignments, and provide warnings. The reminder is a communication tool that must be used by the GT so that SwADHD is focused and gives attention to the task or test that is being faced. This must be done repeatedly so that SwADHDs have a high level of commitment to solving it. Although it will be carried out continuously, verbal communication can be effective, especially in physical activities (Gorham, 1988; Rasmitadila et al., 2019), the more often the attention of SwADHDs is distracted, the role of the GT in reminding and reprimanding SwADHDs must be more frequent and it is to be done using positive statements and affirmative sentences. Short, simple, and easy to understand by SwADHDs.

Meanwhile, the non-verbal, verbal and non-verbal types of communication aim to ensure that SwADHDs have completed the assignment/test in the form of symbols -thumbs up & head nod- which the GT did very clearly. Furthermore, it provides an understanding of what SwADHDs can or should not do. SwADHDs will find it easier to understand admonitions, warnings, and compliments in the form of stronger symbols. Like nodding your head as an agreement, and shaking your head as a sign of disagreement.

CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS

Types of instructional communication between GTs and SwADHD that occur during the pre-instructional, instructional process, and instructional evaluation use verbal, non-verbal, and verbal and non-verbal communication types (combined). The instructional communication improves the positive socio-emotional relationship between GTs and SwADHDs and also between SwADHDs and general students. Additionally, it can reduce the negative behavior that SwADHDs often display in the classroom and improve instructional quality. SwADHDs can achieve quality education goals according to their characteristics and needs.

The type of communication between GTs and SwADHDs has a large impact on teachers in making individual learning programs that are more fit for purpose in the handling of SwADHDs both academically and non-academically. For this reason, it will be more effective and targeted if a special unit is formed in schools to provide services, especially in making learning programs that focus more on improving behavior so that it can have a positive impact on the future of SwADHDs.
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